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Ants - Highly organized/Smart

Finding shortest path between food and 
nest
Choose richer food source first
Find shortest path to avoid obstacles



Highly organized - I

Finding shortest path 
between food and nest 
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Highly organized - II

Choose richer food 
source first 



Highly organized - III

Find shortest path to avoid obstacles



Question: 
How does the ant trail form?

communication?
Group/individual behaviors?

What is the rule(s)?



Biological Mechanism



Rules:
Condition: Action:
Not carrying food

not on pheromone trail
walk randomly

lay home-direction pheromone
Not carrying food

on pheromone trail
follow pheromone trail

lay more pheromone
Reach home without food

on pheromone trail
turn around

follow trail in opposite direction

Reach food
pick up food

turn around
follow trail in opposite direction

Carrying food follow trail
lay more pheromone

Reach home with food
deposit food

turn around
follow trail in opposite direction



Simplified Rules:

Condition: Walk: Mark Ground With:

Not carrying food on food-direction trail, or randomly otherwise Do nothing

Carrying food on home-direction trail food-direction pheromone



Trail Formation in the 
Laboratory

Why simulate in laboratory
Spend to much time on experiment
Random inferring factors



Behavior of Individual 
Ants

Basic behaviors
Trail laying
Trail following
U-Turns
Binary Choice
Multiple choices



Trail following
Prefer stronger pheromone trails

In experiment, Up-hill moving, moving toward 
the neighboring pixel with the highest 
pheromone concentration

to uphill-chemical  ;; turtle procedure
flatten-world 
wiggle
;; sniff left and right, and go where the strongest smell is
let scent-ahead chemical-of patch-ahead 1
let scent-right chemical-of patch-right-and-ahead 45 1
let scent-left chemical-of patch-left-and-ahead 45 1
if ((scent-right > scent-ahead) or (scent-left > scent-ahead))

[ ifelse (scent-right > scent-left) 
[ rt 45 ]
[ lt 45 ]

]
end



Trail laying
When not carrying food, walk randomly
If reach food, pick up food, turn around
follow trail in opposite direction
Carrying food, follow trail and lay pheromone

to return-to-nest  ;; turtle procedure
ifelse (wall > 0)   [   rt 180 fd 1  ]
[
ifelse nest?  ;; if ant is in the nest, it drops food and heads out again
[ set carrying-food? false
rt 180 fd 1  ]

[ set chemical (chemical + drop-size) ;; drop some chemical, but the amo
set drop-size (drop-size - 1.5)
if (drop-size < 1) [set drop-size 1]
uphill-nest-scent   ;; head toward the greatest value of nest-scent 
wiggle              ;; which is toward the nest
fd 1

]
]



U-Turns
Two Hypothesis

Case1:  the pheromone keeps decreasing on 
the trail
Case2:  on the bridge leading to an unattractive 
orientation

Model

where C: pheromone concentration
α: weight for trail following; 
P0: initial likelihood for U-Turn
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Binary Choice
Equation (Beckers, 1993 ):

For L. niger ants, n=2, k=6
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Analysis of steady state

where q is the amount of pheromone
Ф is the flux of ants
f is inverse of mean lifetime.
C is concentrations of trail pheromone

Two steady states
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More General, multiple 
choices
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Testing the model
Two identical Food Sources
Non-identical Sources
Significance of the Number of Food 
Sources



Two identical Food Sources



Two identical Food 
Sources Cont.



Two identical Food 
Sources Cont.



Two unequal Food 
Sources



Two unequal Food 
Sources Cont.



Discussion

Complex group behaviors from simple 
individual rules

No global knowledge
Non-deterministic



End
Thanks 
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